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Since 1955, the  
500 biggest US companies  

had 1,800 CEOs – but  
only 19 of them were Black.

In 2019, 28.4% of the EU population with an activity limitation 
was at risk of poverty or social exclusion compared  

with 18.4% of those with no limitation. Without social benefits,  
allowances or pensions, it would have been 68%.

In Brazil, the average  
income for White  

workers is 74% higher 
than for Black and  
Brown workers.

→ Source

Only 22 out of 193 
United Nation countries 
have a female head of 
state or government. 

→ Source

Until 2020 930 individuals 
have won a Nobel Prize.  

57 of them were women.

In South Africa, the  
unemployment rate for  

Black Africans  
is 36.7%* – but only 
8.1% for Whites.

Black Colored Asian White

Over one billion people worldwide 
are estimated to experience 

 disability at some point in their  
life. This is about 15% of the  

global population.

According to a study from 
2019, 50% of India’s police 

officers feel that Muslims 
are naturally prone to  

committing crimes.

To avoid the experience of discrimination, 
54% of LGBTQIA+ U.S. Americans  

report hiding a personal relationship, 
and about one-fifth to one-third have  

altered other aspects of their personal  
or work lives.

→ Source

About 60% of the LGBTQIA+ 
people in Japan have  

experienced bullying at school. 
And about half of them face  

difficulties at work.

A systematic review showed 
that in 85% of 149 studies, 

age determined who  
received certain medical  

procedures or treatments.

19.8% of Muslims aged 16 to 74 in 
England and Wales are in full-time  

employment compared to 34.9% of the 
overall population.

At least 1,520 transgender 
persons have been killed in 

Brazil since 2005.
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Responsible Leadership
We believe that every human being can make a crucial contribution to positive social 
change. But as people in positions of responsibility have a key impact on organizations 
and institutional structures, we see the individual commitment of leaders as a unique 
lever for change. For us, a Responsible Leader is someone who goes beyond their pro-
fessional and personal duties to work towards social change within and between so-
cieties – across communities, cultures, and countries. Responsible Leaders perceive 
social and political challenges in a larger context. They use their knowledge, networks, 
and influence to deliberately work for a better world. In this, they are guided by a deep 
respect for other people, their background, identity, and dignity. That is why Responsi-
ble Leadership also means supporting Equity, Diversity and Belonging – starting with 
individuals but also implementing these principles on a larger scale within networks, 
groups, and organizations.

Why EDB is important to our mission
The BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt promotes responsible leadership and inspires 
leaders worldwide to work towards a peaceful, just, and sustainable future. Through 
our activities we aim to advance the Sustainable Development Goals of the United 
Nations 2030 Agenda.  We can only push for more equity and diversity and foster a 
sense of belonging if we are committed to listening, uncovering, and ultimately chang-
ing things. While goals like SDG 5 “Gender Equality” or SDG 10 “Reduce Inequalities” 
directly target inequality, we believe that equity, diversity, and belonging are at the 
heart of each of the seventeen goals. For that reason, we see working on EDB within 
and beyond our own organizational structures as a means of advancing the SDGs.  

INTRO 

Responsible Leadership  
for a Just Future  What EDB means to the BMW Foundation

To tackle inequity, inequality and discrimination, the BMW Foundation has  
decided to develop its EDB efforts around these three focal concepts:

Equity 
We want to work towards ensuring all individuals have 
the same starting point to access opportunities. 

Diversity 
We believe in the richness of diversity, which is the repre-
sentation of our various identities as societies and indivi-
duals. We believe that diversity is critical to building resili-
ent societies and a source of creative tension to advance 
our EDB journey.

Belonging 
We want to offer a space in which people feel welcome 
to bring in their whole selves by actively contributing to 
creating that space and participating in it.

↦
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As our Responsible Leader Justin Moore has said “We must talk honestly, trans-
parently and yes, uncomfortably about the challenges we’ll have to navigate.” In 
this spirit, we would like to share our journey and the progress made with you, 

our stakeholders, while fully acknowledging that we are at the beginning of a journey 
that will not have an end. 

As an organization that aims to contribute to a peaceful, just, and sustainable 
world by inspiring responsible leadership, equity, diversity, and belonging are in-
trinsically linked to our work. The notion of responsible leadership implies that 
those in positions of influence and those who lead should do so in recognition 
of their responsibility to others, whether it is their employees, their community, or 
everyone on the planet.  To lead responsibly means to ensure that those who are 
led feel included in a common quest, no matter who they are. Responsible Lead-
ers recognize that the development of approaches for a better future needs to 
consider a wide range of individuals with different life experiences. Finally, practic-
ing the responsible use of influence means recognizing that a better future for all 
is only possible if oppressive systems and mechanisms are dismantled and justice 
for all is established.

While the conceptual links are clear, our operations and programmatic work do not 
yet fully embody these principles. In recent years, we have invested a considerable 
amount of effort in shaping our network so that it becomes more diverse. Unfor-
tunately, at this point, we cannot measure our progress empirically as we lack the 
necessary data to quantify most facets of identity. As an organization, we want to 
go beyond singular activities and systematically implement an EDB perspective 
in everything that we do. We believe that including such a perspective will make 

our work better and bring joy and a deepened sense of purpose to our team mem-
bers in our internal and external day-to-day interactions. To achieve this, we are 
pursuing different strands of action: we have made institutional changes; we are 
developing a theory of change; we will embark on an internal learning journey; and 
we will continue to implement different EDB-related programs.

Since the beginning of 2021, the BMW Foundation has had a team dedicated to 
elevating the topic of EDB. Made up of members from all areas of the Foundation, 
the team coordinates current EDB-related actions and serves as a single point of 
contact for the leadership of the Foundation. We are currently working on further 
strengthening the team’s capacities. 

In June 2021, we began working on a theory of change for our EDB efforts for the 
entire Foundation. At multiple workshops with all the Foundation staff participat-
ing, we are collectively creating this vision of our future work on EDB. By publicly 
committing to the theory of change once it is completed, we are also counting 
on you to hold us accountable. We are planning to conclude our workshops in fall 
2021 and share the results with you.

The EDB theory of change encompasses changes to our internal practices and to 
our programming. For our internal changes we have decided to go on this learn-
ing journey with an external partner who will look at our internal practices and the 
lived experiences of our team members and then identify concrete steps to foster 
a more equitable culture with a more diverse staff make-up where everyone feels 
that they belong. This will involve becoming aware of our own biases and diving 
deeper into the meaning and implications of all three concepts of EBD. ↦

EQUITY, DIVERSITY AND BELONGING 

The BMW Foundation's  
Commitment to EDB
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Furthermore, we will continue to implement programs specifically focused on as-
pects of EDB together with the Responsible Leaders network and our partner or-
ganizations. The EDB Week held for the first time in 2021 brought together a very 
diverse set of individuals united in a spirit of collective learning. It is important to us 
to continue to stage these spaces and offer a platform for inspiring dialog, even as 
we go through this internal transformation.
  
For some, the lack of specific commitments here may seem insufficient, or even 
disappointing. We are aware of the need to take bolder steps, but we do not want 
to rush into action either. We are starting with our internal work so we can then pro-
gress to our external programming with a new level of knowledge, perspective, and 
purpose. 

Finally, and most importantly, we want to express our thanks for and acknowledg-
ment of the work of Responsible Leaders and groups inside the network that have 
nudged and inspired us to go on this journey – namely the Gender Alliance, the 
Black Responsible Leaders Caucus, the Responsible Leaders who started the (Un)
Learning Journey, and all those who have sent us individual notes, letters, and rec-
ommendations. If you are interested in connecting with any of these groups, please 
reach out to info@bmw-foundation.org so we can put you in touch. 

EDB Week and EDB Circle
BMW Foundation Herbert Quandt
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Know Yourself
1
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I am my mother’s beliefs

I am what valuing myself—this skin—means
  I am now shedding in front of you

I am the notion that other people’s success equals less on my plate, 
 that I should compete with my sister for my father’s attention, 
 that “enough” is having better grades than my schoolmates.

I am what defines my worth

I am my beliefs about the financial world 
 because every penny I make can be a vessel to carry forward social change
 and make a significant difference in this time and age

I am the lie that other women are my enemies,  
 and that their successes devalue my future achievements

I am what it means to be this person, this woman I am today

I am the habit of asking permission for my existence and  
 apologizing for honest mistakes

I am what it takes to get rid of shame

I am what defines my sexuality, my pleasure and this physical  
 body of a goddess I was given.

I am the perception of every inch of this skin, 
 every persistent thick black hair, every mole and freckle from 
 my left shoulder to my right ankle, and different-sized nipples.un

le
ar

ni
ng

 

1.1  

UNLEARNING
by Sara Kärpänen,

Finnish-born, London-based  
writer, poet and  

multidisciplinary artist  
who founded Women  

of the Wick. 

→ www.sara-karpanen.com

I am R E C L A I M I N G  my own needs 
it feels like falling in love

with a person I’ve always wanted to meet.
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1.2  

Can
Protest
Bring  

Progress?
More and more people are  

investing time and  
energy to change the system.  

Khalilah M. Harris  
and Iris Bohnet assess  

the possibilities.
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I want to first ask you about what seem to be the most consequential recent 
developments in your respective fields of work and research, Black Lives 
Matter and MeToo. Are we experiencing a shift in power? 
KHALILAH HARRIS: I think that we are experiencing more of a shift in consciousness than a 
shift in power. We know that power does not cede itself willingly. We still see massive 
amounts of inequity in wealth, in access based on race, in access based on gender. 
But we do have an awakening. People are increasingly unable to say they didn't know 
what others were experiencing. That forms a level of liberation for people who have 
been suffering inequities that others have traditionally failed to acknowledge. People 
increasingly feel like they don't have to wait for someone else to provide them with ac-
cess, but instead can claim what belongs to them as a matter of human rights. 

IRIS BOHNET: I completely agree that we are at the beginning of a journey, but I'm a little 
more optimistic than you are that there's no way back. One of the best pieces of evi-
dence on the impact of social activism comes from India, where a rigorous study was 
done on something horrible, the gang rape that took place on public transportation in 
Delhi three years ago. It sparked widespread protests, really a kind of national aware-
ness moment. And that has led to a 27 percent increase in reports of violence against 
women, which can be directly attributed to people's activism. That gives me a lot of 
hope and suggests that while there's much more work to be done, it can happen. 

What role do awareness and allyship have to play in the kind of systemic 
change that’s needed to address our societies’ many inequities? 
KHALILAH: When you live every day under oppression, when your physical body is an 
affront to people who choose to wield power and authority over you, it's difficult to 
be hopeful. We've repeatedly gone through this cycle in the last few hundred years, 
where there's been incremental change and then you see pushback against that. In 
the U.S., you have the Civil War and then you get to Reconstruction, then Jim Crow, 
then you have the Civil Rights Movement, and then the Black Power Movement, and 
here we are now with our elected officials saying ‘I don't want you to teach about 
Martin Luther King in schools, it's going to make my child feel bad’, and they are 
actually legislating against it. I think it's important for us to really think about how we 
can form tighter networks so that we're not constantly moving one step forward, then 
sliding back. 

IRIS: I definitely don't think raising awareness in itself is going to solve our issues. We 
have the evidence for that, sadly, from many years of diversity training in the U.S. It's 
pretty clear that we haven't given people the tools to follow through on their good 
intentions. We just can't stop at raising awareness; we also have to think hard about 
which policies, which procedures, which practices, which tools we need to introduce 
sustainable change. We have to get closer to cementing things into law. Because sad-
ly, there's a lot of cheap talk on both gender and race. 

Considering the pushback and all that cheap talk, how can progress even 
happen? 
IRIS: First of all it's slow, very slow, much too slow for all of us. But going back to the ex-
ample from India, progress can happen through social movements. Social movements 
are very important, as is continued pressure. It can also happen through enlightened 
leaders. It's a cliché to mention Martin Luther King, but it can happen through really 
terrific role models for all of us. We do have some available around the world. Leaders 
in some organizations have also taken a stance, for example by sharing their diversity 
data, sharing information on pay differences. Or it can be public policy. A few years 
ago, the UK decided that every organization with more than 250 employees had to 
report their gender pay gap. It’s too soon to say whether that has decreased pay differ-
ences. But it has motivated organizations to explain where the gap came from. So they 
themselves were motivated to do the analysis and say that it’s a difference in seniority 
or a difference in specialization. These are small steps of progress. 

KHALILAH: The only place where I differ would be on the individual leaders because too 
often, people in power like to determine who those leaders are. As far as I'm aware, 
Gandhi was racist. He did amazing things but if he had had his way, I wouldn't be sit-
ting here talking to you. So it's really complicated. Black Lives Matter and MeToo are 
more leaderless movements. That's not to say that people aren't leading, but that it is 
unnecessary for those movements to have a face. When movements are leaderless, 
you see a lot more people showing up at school board meetings, in their local city and 
county councils, in their parliament or their Congress. And it’s hard to change policies 
that everyday people have advanced, because they will fight tooth and nail before you 
take away a policy they feel their community needs. Leaderless movements create 
more sustainable policies because they belong to the people as opposed to being 
done to people. ↦
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Let’s talk about language. “Diversity, equity and inclusion” is a coded term 
that people not familiar with the issue might not understand. Do we need a 
more inclusive language in order to reach more people? 
KHALILAH: I think spending a lot of time trying to find the right language is not the most 
effective strategy. It’s more important to do the hard work of making sure people ac-
tually understand what you're saying. And when you hear them saying ‘I don't like that 
word’, don’t retreat but do more work to explain. That said, many practitioners that I 
work with and myself are rejecting “EDI” because it has morphed into something that 
is not helpful for our work. I love that EDB Week is about “belonging” and not “inclu-
sion” because inclusion means that a certain space belongs to someone and others 
aren't included into it. It is inherently “othering”. Belonging means that we all show up 
and have a right to the space, but also have a responsibility to steward the space. It 
means that we are co-creating, that we acknowledge whatever privileges we bring to 
the space, that we acknowledge the power dynamics, but we're going to come to a 
solution together. 

IRIS: I'm also more concerned about behavior than language. I want to see the facts on 
the ground. Yes, framing matters. But the question is: what is the end goal? Most of 
my work argues that we have to evaluate what we're doing and what works and what 
doesn't work. To give an example from Kenya, a colleague of mine evaluated a really 
interesting intervention where they gave girls school uniforms. You’d think: why would 
that matter? But it turns out that compared to a control group, the girls with the uni-
forms developed a different identity. Because of the school uniform, all of a sudden 
they weren't the girl who was helping at home, or the girl who had a sugar daddy – they 
were students. These girls were less likely to get pregnant prematurely, were more like-
ly to have a job when they were 30 and so on. That’s my plea for us: yes, we can talk 
about the meaning of words. But we also have to decide what it is we want to achieve 
and then really measure and hold people accountable. ↦

“We are experiencing more of a shift  

in consciousness than in power.  

We know that power does not cede  

itself willingly. We still see  

massive amounts of inequity in wealth, 

in access based on race or gender.  

But we do have an awakening.”

 

Khalilah M. Harris
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IRIS:  That's beautifully said. For me a big achievement of the Black Lives Matter move-
ment has been to shine a light on systemic issues. We have been focusing for too long 
on fixing people when in fact it’s the system that’s broken. We have to keep focusing on 
systemic bias, systemic discrimination. That doesn't mean we shouldn't try to change 
minds, but minds are hard to change. Sometimes, what’s required is changing the en-
vironment, the context, the incentives, the laws – sometimes you just need a hammer. 
Sometimes, you just can’t convince somebody that their way of thinking might not be 
making the world a better place. Then you need those types of systemic interventions. 
I hope that legacy of the movement will continue for a long, long time.

KHALILAH: Iris, thank you for getting to that, because I think I move in that spirit so much 
that sometimes I don't say it. It is the system, the system is not working, and we don't 
have time to wait for every individual or even a majority to understand how the system 
impacts people. We have to move aggressively. But the fact that people are now a 
lot more aware of the system as an issue, as opposed to “those people are sexist”, 
“that man is a predator” or “those people are racist” has allowed for a lot more rapid 
movement. People's energy and time are invested in changing the system – and I am 
hopeful about that. 

Khalilah M. Harris, Managing Director at the Center for American 
Progress and a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, brings a  
background in law and research to her work in expanding access  
to opportunity with a particular focus on race equity  
analysis and women´s rights.

Iris Bohnet, is a behavioral economist, Albert Pratt Professor  
of Business and Government and Academic Dean at Harvard  
University's Kennedy School of Government, where she directs the 
Women and Public Policy Program and co-chairs the Behavioral  
Insights Group.

Where do we go from here? How do you make sure the movements for a more 
equitable and just society that have begun in the last few years don’t lose 
momentum? 
KHALILAH: Those of us with access to resources really can't take our foot off the gas. We 
can't look at small changes or even major policies and think that we've got it done. Not 
one of us in our lifetime will see the type of change we ought to have seen. If we are 
serious about the Sustainable Development Goals, if we are serious about drastically 
reducing inequity, then it's going to be incumbent upon those of us with access to ex-
pand that access to others. Because we do have a skill set we can share with others 
who want to move into advocacy and policy development, for them to step up and lead. 
They may not have known that's what they wanted to do, but a spark is lit when they 
see a change made that they didn't think could ever have been made before.
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1.3  

A sociopath 🌀 , monk 🛐 , and GenZ 🧒 teen go into a 🍹bar…
A surprising story and its insightful interpretation highlight  
patterns and perspectives in present-day human behavior.
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Background
If you asked me who I would have on my dream team, I’d reply it’d consist of a 
sociopath, a monk, and a 14-year-old teen, as well as an investigative journalist 
and most importantly, nurses as real-world experts in the trifecta of empathy, em-
powerment and efficacy. The first three may be a mystery to you which I hope to 
demystify in this article. The last two are in the team because in my experience, 
they are great observers, storytellers, and empowerers of those of us who are 
often overlooked and need to be championed. But before we start, let’s pause for 
a moment to breathe in, hold your breath, and slowly breathe out.

Gratitude & gentle biohacking 🧬
Sharing gratitude is so important because I believe it’s at the root of how we could 
subtly and profoundly change our individual and collective behavior to better our-
selves and the world, resulting in our behavior being less apathetic, impatient, 
intolerant, and slightly sociopathic. It’s all the more important to express gratitude 
because it is one way to nurture the empathy centers of the brain.

I have learned that gratitude promotes a neurotransmitter that helps regulate 
the dopamine and cortisol which are over-triggered in us and make us toxically 
anxious and stressed. Too much dopamine (a neurotransmitter for stimulation of 
anticipation and rewards) and cortisol (a stress hormone) over-taxes our brain’s 
emotional experience center, which prevents us from fully leveraging our better 
judgement from our logic experience center and essentially damages our brain’s 
empathy and compassion centers.

Why did we do the 🌬breathing exercise earlier?
It was a gentle biohack to get you to pay attention to this article. Breathing forc-
es the brain to simultaneously calm us down while increasing our focus and at-
tention by reducing and regulating dopamine, cortisol, and noradrenaline. Too 
much norepinephrine and noradrenaline and we’re overly anxious, but just the 
right amount and we have that ideal balance of arousal and calm. Breathing is 
like a binary switch that forces our brains not to pump out too much of the stuff 
that makes us anxious. Brilliant, isn’t it? Now that we’ve all been marinated in the 
possibilities of cognitive neuroscience, let’s return to the original provocation.

A sociopath 🌀 , monk 🛐 , and GenZ 🧒 teen go into a bar.
The sociopath charms the server, gets surprisingly personal, and then asks what’s the 
server’s favorite drink: the Kool-Aid Special. On hearing that, the sociopath says to the 
server, “You’re awesome! I’ll go with your favorite… the Kool-Aid.”

When the server returns with the Kool-Aid, the sociopath promptly turns around and 
throws the drink at the server! Everyone but the sociopath is shocked!

Next, the monk helps the server by helping to pick up the broken glass and clean up. 
Then the monk gets everyone to sit down, and tells them to take a moment to breathe 
together. The monk confides to the server, “You know, though it does sound lovely, I 
don’t drink Kool-Aid because too much sugar kind of hijacks my body ;) Hmmmm... do 
you have Kombucha?”

The teen then yells, “This is total bullshit!”

They walk out, invent an all-organic, locally sourced neurotropic drink in collaboration 
with their friends and network, brand it “Not-Cooler” to create climate crisis awareness, 
expand their people-planet-profit business model through grass-roots social media, 
and become a $3 bn tech unicorn.

The motto of this story: Don’t drink the Kool-Aid, question the system! 

So, what has just happened 😱 ?
↦
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3/30/300
In behavioral science these numbers—3/30/300 or 3 seconds, 30 minutes, 300 
milliseconds— hold the key to how sociopaths, monks, and teens represent the 
neurodiverse superpowers of empathy which can help us unlock our ability to 
better empathize, socialize, pacify, innovate, and mobilize with our fellow human 
beings, and to influence pro-social behavioral change in ourselves that can ripple 
out into society.

The sociopath 🌀 – 3 seconds.
That’s all it takes to possibly disarm a sociopath or online troll of their greatest 
weapon, lulling you into a sense of safety before a psychological ambush of cruelty.

Sociopaths are not lacking in empathy, the reverse is true: they have superpow-
ered empathy and can read, predict, and manipulate you because they’re so in 
tune with your needs, intellectually and cruelly, and without remorse. So, how do 
we deconstruct, disarm, and leverage their superpowers for good?

When I was doing trust and privacy work at Google and tackling the toxicity of on-
line trolls in comment threads on Blogger and YouTube, I saw this not-so-random 
attack on people’s threads as a proxy for psychological assault on the psyche of 
the channel owner. By researching sociopaths and the brain’s emotional anxiety 
response mechanisms, I learned that it takes our logic center about 3 seconds to 
have a full interaction with our emotional center. Sociopaths pounce on you after 
establishing a sense of safety where you’re psychologically disarmed for danger 
and ill-prepared to defend yourself emotionally. It’s the same with trolls: out of 
nowhere, vitriolic or hateful comments are interjected into a seemingly benign 
comment thread.

Hypothetically, if we auto-detected all the hateful comments and collapsed them 
behind a notice that warned you that it was “not helpful”, we’d essentially hide 
them from immediate view while you’re reading through the comment threads. 
The time it takes you to pause, read and click-to-expand-if-you-choose injects a 
3-5 second delay that effectively gives your psyche time to psychologically and 
emotionally brace, prepare, and not be so triggered. It dulls the ambush effect 
and steals the weapon away from trolls and sociopaths. The outcome: less trig-
gering, fewer repercussions, fewer reactions, nullifying the attention the trolls/
sociopaths wanted to elicit, and making them lose interest in continuing their 
trolling behavior.

The monk 🛐 – 30 minutes a day.
Even a mere 15 minutes a day of mindfulness practice, meditation, self-reflec-
tion, and awareness training can promote healthy GABA, the neurotransmitter 
that reduces neural excitability, and also increase the health and resilience of your 
compassion muscle. Meditate mindfully like a monk and you may experience 
more resilience to stress, more patience for friend and foe, and be a better listen-
er. Who knows, the superpowered empathy muscle here could help you be more 
attuned to be a better friend and attentive lover – and the world could be better 
off, or at least we would.

The GenZ 🧒 teen – 300 milliseconds (msec)
In 40 msec we can observe and detect who’s dominant or submissive in a group.
In 200 msec our brains make peer-based judgements on how we will conform.
In 380 msec our brain and body initiate behavior that either falls into line and 
conforms, or rebels.

In less than a blink of an eye – 400 msec – we make social judgments and uncon-
sciously respond to them.

If you asked an adult what they thought of themselves as opposed to what their 
friends thought of them, separate regions of the brain would be activated. We 
consciously differentiate. But if you ask a teen, the question activates the same 
part of the brain, which is essentially a supercharged social barometer that acts 
subconsciously. Teens’ brains seem not to distinguish their sense of self from 
the collective self, and they’re hyper-wired to conform to their peers and suffer as 
their brains’ pain centers light up if they don’t. 

It’s a misnomer and myth that teens are criticized for having less brain on account 
of their risk-taking or rebellious exploits. They actually have way more brain cells. 
Their prefrontal cortex (PFC) neurons are so numerous and dense that they do 
not function efficiently – a bit like trying to get through a crowded subway car. 
As teens turn into twenties, the brain loses a lot of these PFC cells leaving only 
those that establish clear shortcuts. An uncrowded subway car is easier to exit. 
If a GenZ teen has to check out the weather, they’d go to a social media app like 
Instagram instead of typing “Weather” into a search app. Teens’ eyes may well 
move the fastest they’ll ever move, soaking up and processing visual information 
for peer-based social hierarchy clues. Hence, Instagram and Tik-Tok make sense as 
a social barometer and in-group language for social acceptance and cohesion. 

"If a GenZ teen 

has to check out 

the weather, 

they’d go to a 

social media app 

like Instagram 

instead of typing 

“Weather” into  

a search app."

Peter Jin Hong

↦
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As adults, we experience varying amounts of dopamine relating to anticipation, 
delight or stimulation. Teens’ dopamine wiring is funky. Their low and medium 
dopamine triggers under-fire, so normal things result in dopamine deprivation. 
For high stimulation they need an extreme experience to trigger dopamine. In 
evolutionary terms, this makes sense as the propagation of our species also de-
pended on leaving one’s familiar tribe, exploring new places and mating with 
distant populations. 

We’ve heard of Greta Thunberg. But what about Xiuhtezcatl Martinez of North 
America and Ghislaine Irakoze of Rwanda for climate activism? What about X 
González and David Hogg, high school shooting survivors who organized both 
national and global demonstrations for the March of our Lives, to affect policy 
change and gun control in the U.S.? I would say Gen Z is the most woke, spoke, 
bespoke, and haut-savvy generation in human memory. Their empathy super-
powers allow them to be a highly coordinated unit: emotionally, intellectually, and 
innovation minded. With the intellect to question and innovative custom solutions, 
the social cohesion to motivate and mobilize their peers, and the drive to explore 
beyond the traditional confines, they are a force to behold and be supported.

Before we go, I have something to admit: I’m an asshole.👼 
Yes, you read that right. Why? Because I have privilege. And privilege tends to 
turn off the empathy centers of the brain. I hate to tell you, but that probably 
means that you, too, may be a little bit of an asshole. All of us, through privilege, 
are assholes. But it’s not our fault.

It’s not our fault because it’s biology. Our brains are wired to not dwell on awe in 
the now so we can address life-and-death situations around us and make time 
for us to reflect when the danger passes. Sadly, in our artificially over-stimulated 
lifestyle, that illusion of things needing our attention rarely passes, and we don’t 
invest in the downtime our brains need to digest our experiences, be mindful and 
grateful, experience awe, and process a healthier balance of neurotransmitters 
and resulting behaviors. Today’s society may turn us into accidental assholes, but 
we can override that default wiring through mindfulness and the intent to con-
scientiously activate more empathy.

Now that I’ve told you how it all works and how to override it, it’s our responsibility 
to be better people. It’s our collective responsibility to help our brains counter the 
artificial stimulation that leads us to make poor choices, and to restore our bio-
logical strengths for resilience, health, and pro-social empathy. Let’s invite others 
who don’t think like us and find common values that hold true for our humanity, 
like the sacrifices we’d make for those we love and hold dear. We protect what 
we love, don’t we? We can find that common ground. Behavioral science shows 
us that shared goals and collaboration better the world, every time. We can do 
better, together.

Peter Jin Hong is an innovator, product designer, researcher, 
strategist and BMW Foundation Responsible Leader who has spent 
over a decade at Google focusing on human-centered insights for 
the betterment of humanity working on the behavioral science and 
mechanics of generosity at Google.org and on trust and privacy on 
Google Search and AI.
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“Behavioral science shows us that shared 
goals and collaboration better the world, 

every time. We can do better, together.”
 

Peter Jin Hong
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After the gruesome murder of George Floyd, spontaneous protests erupted 
in cities worldwide, with millions of women, men, boys, and girls of all colors, 
faiths, and creeds chanting “Black Lives Matter”. The incident put the spotlight 

on police brutality against Afro-Americans in the U.S. On a deeper level, it exposed 
systemic racism that has enabled perpetrators of such crimes to go unpunished, and 
that racial injustice, inequity, and discrimination are a reality for Black, Colored, and 
Minority people all over the world. The world had reached a crossroads, offering the 
opportunity of a lifetime to talk about racism honestly and transparently, educate one 
another, and understand how racism is manifested. 

Racism has been an issue for many years, but remains unresolved. To sup-
port and sustain diversity and equity within the BMW Herbert Quandt Respon-
sible Leaders Network and in the local, regional and global communities we  
serve, we must directly confront bias and racism individually, institutionally 
(through policies and practices) and by accelerating systemic change. As Re-
sponsible Leaders we are embarking on a journey to learn and unlearn.

Racial equity is the hallmark of just, inclusive, and equitable societies  
as envisioned by the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals 10  

(Reduced Inequalities) and 16 (Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions).  
In this article, Responsible Leaders Sylvia Mukasa, Lily Adhiambo,  

and Thandi Dyani from the Southern and Eastern Africa regional network 
share some learnings and unlearnings gleaned on their journey to racial equity.

1.4  

How to Educate Yourself  
About Racism

↦
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Lily Adhiambo Nyamai lectures at Kenyatta University in Nairobi, 
Kenya, is a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, and is a Clinical 
Glaucoma Fellow at Toronto Western Hospital's Ophthalmology De-
partment, Canada. She also works for the UN in Geneva

Thandi Dyani is a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader and Network 
Organizer for Sub-Saharan Africa who prioritizes African  
leaders and justice, equity, diversity, and belonging issues  
in her work.

Sylvia Mukasa is an award-winning entrepreneur,a BMW Foundation 
Responsible Leader, and founder. She is also CEO of  
GlobalXInvestments Ltd. and GlobalX Innovation Labs.

One act that inspired us was the letter 22-year-old Kennedy Mitchum sent to 
the Merriam-Webster dictionary editors. She was frustrated that whenever she 
brought up racism as an issue, people showed her the dictionary definition, and 
explained to her that the conversation was unnecessary because they were not 
racist. Her complaint led to a change in the dictionary’s definition of systemic 
racism to reflect the fact that racism is both individual and systemic.

Having conversations on race is a different experience for Black people than for 
White people. It takes vulnerability, patience, good communication, and willing-
ness to listen to each other with empathy, and the will to make time to educate 
yourself about racism and be comfortable with having uncomfortable conversa-
tions on racism and racial inequity.

The journey towards racial equity will involve unlearning habits, mindsets, words 
or phrases we often use unknowingly. Phrases like “I’m color-blind”, “I’m not a 
racist”, “I respect all races”, “I’m a good person” or “I have friends or family who 
are people of color” are good but not helpful. The fight today is about the system-
ic and structural racism embedded in every sector of society that puts obstacles 
in the path of Black, Colored, and Minority people. This video by Thandi Dyani 
gives a glimpse of what everyday racism is like. Racism is everywhere and it is 
important to stand together and learn how to dismantle racist structures, systems, 
and biases no matter what color your skin is.

We have also gathered lots of material on structural, systemic racism in the U.S. 
and Africa, as well as on its underpinnings in various aspects of life, including 
culture, religion, education, laws, and policies. The collected documents reveal 

the generational impact of racism, continuing neocolonialism, and the protract-
ed nature of the fight for racial equity, as well as providing background on White 
superiority to explain the fear that other races will outpace Whites in the Western 
world. The articles also touch on reparations for looted African heritage objects 
in Western capitals and Pan-Africanism.

The realization and discussions on how systemic racism is prevalent in many Af-
rican contexts are key to learning more deeply. Many African countries have been 
rather silent about their own experiences with racism. Although Africans gener-
ally live in Black majority societies, many of the social systems that are meant to 
protect and serve the population were inherited from colonial, minority rule sys-
tems designed to serve only the White minorities.

Today, it can be so much harder to discover and realize racial inequity, as the last 
two or three generations have mainly believed that we are the makers of our own 
destinies. But the fact is that supremacy systems in place everywhere are actually 
racist at their core, as evidenced through so-called ‘Black on Black’ crime with 
gender-based violence, poverty-related crimes, etc.

The need to unlearn and put new systems in place is as great in Africa as else-
where. Let’s embark on this (un)learning journey together! 

"The fight today is about the systemic and structural racism 
embedded in every sector of society that puts obstacles  

in the path of Black, Colored, and Minority people."
 

Lily Adhiambo, Thandi Dyani & Sylvia Mukasa
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2.1 

Following Audre Lorde’s  
Lead for Racial Justice

Following the example of Audre Lorde, a self-described  
“Black, lesbian, mother, warrior, poet”, 

 BMW Foundation Responsible Leader Sloane Kali Faye 
 is encouraging others to fight for racial justice.

As I learned from Audre Lorde, truth is not a luxury. Inauthenticity can feel tortur-
ous because of the freedom she helped me know I could feel in my personal 
life and career. Audre’s iconic statement reminds me that I cannot slack on the 

work of defining success on my own terms: “If you don’t define yourself for yourself, 
you’ll be crunched into other people’s fantasies of you, and eaten alive.” For women 
of all backgrounds, this means we don’t have to settle for the boxes, expectations, or 
limitations others would impose on us – and have us conform to.

As women, we can be born in any body, and identify as any gender; accept the hard-
earned right to economic assistance without diminishing ourselves to be “welfare 
queens”; love whoever we want, and however we want, without fearing eternal damna-
tion; value our economic contribution to a household, even if our sole labor is home-
making and not tax-offsettable; and live full and complete lives, whether or not we 
decide to have children.

What we accept as truth about our identities should not be taken lightly. If women 
are not discerning, we can end up believing stereotypes and false narratives that 
encourage us to lead limited and insecure lives. So, I lead with my truth. Some-
times, it would be easier to pretend to be aloof, emotionally secure, or deferential 
when a standard operating procedure or family member’s comment reflects racial or 
gender bias. But, if I’m lucky, I remember this quote from Audre’s essay, “The Trans-
formation of Silence into Language and Action”: “I have come to believe over and over 
again that what is most important to me must be spoken, made verbal and shared, 
even at the risk of having it bruised or misunderstood.” I repeatedly resolve to not only 
accept my truth, but honor it by sharing it with others. ↦
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Using popular icons, ideas, and trends as references, many people (including me) 
would describe the path that led to my current professional role as an organizational 
anti-racist instructor as unglamorous – full of ordinary and isolating hard work as well 
as foolish, redundant, and avoidable mistakes. “But I cannot look to dominant truths to 
make sense of and evaluate my life.”

In honor of Audre Lorde and Women’s History Month, I want to share the truths that 
led me to this self-appointed role where I lead justice, equity, diversity, and inclusion 
discussions for institutions and racial justice advocates. Audre inspires me to never 
invalidate what feels authentic. My personal truths are the reasons why I commit to 
creating spaces for people from all backgrounds to feel welcome and to share their 
own truths as leaders on their own anti-racism journeys.

Seven years into completing an eight-year PhD in sociology, I was exhausted by nav-
igating a predominantly white, male-dominated institution. My ideas and voice were 
clearly not welcome in these spaces, and often shamed, minimized, or dismissed. 
These environments privileged positivist perspectives that argued the world was best 
understood from a distance, and not through intimately and actively engaging the so-
cial subjects sociologists theorized about. Truth was seen as something to arrive at 
through adversarial debate, which fostered a tense environment where the unspoken 
rule was: “Don’t speak up unless your idea is polished and worth risking public hu-
miliation to communicate.” The  most commonly praised arguments were those that 
aligned with the masculine, eurocentric perspectives shared by sociology’s forefathers.

The sociological arguments I saw most aggressively questioned were those more 
aligned with sociologists that used social theory to critique the discipline, en-
couraging oppressed groups to consider the broad social forces that shaped 
their deeply personal experiences. Scholars like W.E.B. DuBois, Dorothy Smith, 
Frantz Fanon, and Chela Sandoval inspired me to find and reference my own truth as 
a sociologist. I ended up writing a Master’s thesis on resistance to slavery in Haiti and 
Jamaica, and a dissertation on Black women social entrepreneurs. But as I didn’t want 
to become a professor and risk entering another politicized academic environment, I 
sought out other ways to use my skill-set to support creatives and visionaries in creat-
ing tangible social change.

"I have come to believe that what is 
most important to me must be spoken, 

made verbal and shared." 
 

Audre Lorde

↦
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A Brief History of  
Systemic Racism:  

Examining Our Societal  
Responsibility

WATCH ON YOUTUBE

An anti-racist organization must ground itself in truth. Leading with truth requires lead-
ers to take the time to identify the anti-racist ideals they aspire to and what they are 
prepared to sacrifice to ensure they are realized. No part of an organizational model, 
theory of change, or culture is too precious to question and transform if it blocks racial 
equity or inclusivity. This requires organizations to transform policies and procedures 
that disproportionately disadvantage non-white colleagues.

The anti-racist program I am now excited to share is Watershed, a facilitated learning 
journey that prepares leaders to transform their organizations from inside out. We will 
deepen our understanding of the history and processes of systemic racism, connect 
with leading-edge advocates, and ultimately create individualized anti-racism action 
plans.

Watershed equips participants with knowledge, community, and tools to move the 
world forward with confidence and fight for racial justice. When we’re ready to advance 
an organization’s racial justice goals, we won’t be leading from behind. In the spirit of 
Audre Lorde, we’ll be leading with our truths.

Dr. Sloane Kali Faye was Director of Inclusive Economies for  
B Lab, the non-profit that certifies corporations based on  
their levels of social and environmental impact, and created  
justice, equity, diversity, and belonging strategies for  
more than 1,500 companies. The BMW Foundation Responsible Leader 
now works as a freelance racial justice facilitator and  
program designer. 
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2.2 

Lead with Your Own Truth
Four BMW Foundation Responsible Leaders, four very different backgrounds and biographies: Helene, Alfiaz, Matthew and Patrick  

explain what "leading with your own truth" means in terms of feminist leadership, the need for diversity and inclusion,  
men's role in gender equality, and Africa's demographic dividend challenge. 

2.2.1 Helene Wolf
2.2.2 Alfiaz Vaija
2.2.3 Matthew Tutty
2.2.4 Patrick Mpedzisi
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Here is an example from our work: Our 
Women Leadership Lab was co-designed 
from beginning to end by interested or-
ganizational partners. The framework we 
developed is now being shaped by the first 
cohort of participants on the basis of their 
specific needs, interests, and objectives. 
We do not aim to teach the women how to 
be a leader in the existing structures, but 
together explore what leadership means 
to them and how they want to shape their 
organizations. 

This is a challenging process, confronting 
us to assess and question our own privi-
leges, our understanding of efficiency, our 
leadership images and biases. But if we 
take on this journey of unlearning, we can 
truly transform the way in which we and 
our organizations design, implement, and 
communicate our work. 

2.2.1 HELENE WOLF 

What Feminist Leadership Means

Feminist Leadership radically rede-
fines leadership as a tool to achieve 
social justice with a strong gender 

lens. It is an individual and collective com-
mitment to create gender-equal and dis-
crimination-free societies. 

On this basis, Feminist Leadership is not 
a management tool but rather a political 
vision. It goes beyond many other lead-
ership models by acknowledging the cur-
rent inequities and injustices in our organ-
izations and institutions – and striving to 
eradicate them. 

Feminist Leaders fight to create space for 
others who are marginalized, question pa-
triarchal and other power structures, and 
seek to dismantle them towards a feminist 
vision of social justice and equity. They do 
so in community with others to collectively 
re-define organizational structures, hierar-
chies, and processes to make them more 
inclusive, representative, safe, and just.

Helene Wolf is the Co-Founder and Executive Director of FAIR 
SHARE of Women Leaders and a BMW Foundation Responsible  
Leader. Before that, she served as Deputy Executive Director  
at the International Civil Society Centre where she worked  
closely with other internationally operating civil society  
organizations on issues such as governance, accountability,  
and cooperation. 
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“We believe that everyone can be 
a Feminist Leader, irrespective of 

 their gender, job title, or education.”
 

Helene Wolf
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Alongside diversity and inclusion work, 
we also have to change the narrative to a 
positive framing. This has to start from the 
top levels of society where we have seen 
leaders and parts of the media engaging in 
xenophobic and discriminatory speech to 
achieve their short-term objectives. This 
is clearly counter-productive and against 
the long-term interests of our society. We 
could argue that their negative narrative is 
even unpatriotic. Polarization will make it 
difficult to promote diversity and inclusion 
to deal with demographic change and its 
negative consequences. 

People from historically underrepresent-
ed communities and a migration back-
ground are not a “burden”, as some 
leaders and media outlets want to make 
us believe. These people are assets.  
They will strengthen our society and se-
cure the future of upcoming generations. 
We can all play a role and all parts of 
society have to work together if we are  
to address the economic challenges of  
demographic change.

Countries in Europe will face a 
huge challenge from demographic 
change with fewer active workers 

as a result of an aging population. This 
will severely impact economic growth and 
lead to social welfare systems becoming 
overwhelmed. There are two potential 
ways to meet the demographic challenge: 
increase migration and help realize the 
potential of historically underrepresented 
communities who have traditionally been 
marginalized in the labor market and so-
ciety. To achieve both will require strong 
political and financial support for diversity 
and inclusion work.

Combating prejudice and discrimination 
should be at the center of that diversity 
and inclusion work as the marginalization 
of historically underrepresented groups is 
directly related to prejudice. We need to 
build more open, safe and positive work 
environments so that women, racialized 
people, LGBTQIA+ and people with disa-
bilities can access and thrive in work en-
vironments in our society. 

Alfiaz Vaija is a co-founder of the Equinox Initiative for Racial 
Justice, a political and strategic adviser in the UK’s House  
of Lords and a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader. He previously  
served as the first Coordinator of the European Parliament  
Anti-Racism and Diversity Intergroup.

2.2.2 ALFIAZ VAIJA 

Diversity and Inclusion –  
Key to Overcoming Economic Challenge  
of Demographic Change in Europe 
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Gender equality is not a women's is-
sue. It represents no 'loss' for men. 
It doesn't violate 'merit'. It is not an 

instrument of partisan politics. It is an in-
arguable matter of human rights, and its 
achievement unlocks transformational so-
cial and economic development for all.

The Gender Alliance prioritized discussion 
of the role of men because we recognize 
that gender equality, especially on the chal-
lenging path to 2030, cannot be achieved 
without the involvement of men and boys. 
Gender norms also harm the lives of men 
and boys, many of whom are passionate 
about supporting change. So we have a 
personal stake in reshaping the world. 

Men are uniquely placed to accelerate 
change through their actions – reflecting 
on how gender norms impact their own 
lives, abandoning harmful stereotypes, 
challenging prejudice, embracing healthy 

Matthew Tutty is CEO of MindMatter, a strategy firm that develops 
enterprise strategy software and specializes in shaping high- 
performing teams and turning complex organizations towards growth. 
For eight years, the BMW Foundation Responsible Leader served as 
a Board Member, President and Chair of the Asylum Seeker Resource 
Centre, Australia's largest refugee human rights organization.

and respectful relationships, and stand-
ing up as equal custodians of the human 
rights of all people. Involving men in dialog 
ensures a diversity of thought and the ad-
vancement of shared understanding. It also 
creates a different form of social permis-
sion to tackle historic and systemic issues. 

EDB week contributors mentioned the im-
portance of men in making gender equality 
personal. Some described our role as to 
listen, respect and amplify voices, create 
and cede space, moderate our impact, crit-
ically examine our patterns, recognize our 
privilege, acknowledge lived experience, 
commit to learning, speak up in the mo-
ment, and be active in change.

We want Responsible Leaders to be a bas-
tion of progressive thinking and concrete 
action, equipped with the literacy, skills, and 
personal drive to advance gender equality. 

2.2.3 MATTHEW TUTTY 

Men and Gender Equality

"Men are  
uniquely placed  
to accelerate 
change through  
their actions."

Matthew Tutty
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putting enough effort into understanding 
the dynamics of  Africa’s youth. What’s 
more, Africa’s private sector tends to see 
young people merely as a market, even 
though most of them lack the necessary 
disposable income or access to certain 
resources.

We have three key recommendations to 
tackle the demographic dividend chal-
lenge: first, ensure a multisectoral ap-
proach in which governments and the 
private sector work together to advance 
inclusion of young people; second, get 
young people involved in decision-making 
processes, economic activity, and social 
developments across the continent; and 
third, tackle gender disparities to advance 
demographic development.

I believe that African leaders are aware 
of the youth problem, not least because 
it arises at every election. But govern-
ments and the private sector need to 
come closer to address this issue and 
develop solutions. That’s why a multi- 
stakeholder approach is so important.

With a growing young population, 
growing workforce and growing 
markets, demographic develop-

ment ought to be happening on the con-
tinent of Africa. But it’s not. The African 
Union declared 2017 to be the Year of 
Demographic Development but the gains 
haven’t been realized yet. African leaders 
have acknowledged the magnitude of the 
challenge – 850 million young people in 
Africa by 2030 – and the African Union 
published the first African Youth Char-
ter of young people’s rights, responsibil-
ities, and relationships to the state back in 
2006. But the programs, projects, and in-
itiatives launched since then have proved 
inadequate to ensure the inclusion of 
young people in economic development 
and decision-making. Moreover, gender 
dynamics are not evolving rapidly enough 
across the continent, and in some cases 
worsening.

The international community, which is in-
tricately intertwined with Africa through 
international trade, development aid, in-
vestment, and conflict prevention, is not 

Patrick Mpedzisi is an organizational development consultant with 
many years of experience in the NGO sector in Africa. A lawyer 
by profession and a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, he has  
managed major CSO initiatives and built civil society capacities 
across the continent. He now focuses on building NGOs'  
capacities to be more effective in their sustainability and  
resource mobilization.

2.2.4 PATRICK MPEDZISI 

Africa's Demographic Dividend Challenge
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"Leading with your own truth" can take many forms and be applied in many different life situations, as these stories show –  
from a person who is blind and a girl trapped in her body but determined to be free, both Mexicans, to a law graduate who  

embarked on a new career after fleeing Syria, and a U.S. American focusing on racialized trauma.

2.3 

Stories to Inspire

2.3.1 Pepe Macías
2.3.2 Rabaa Biry
2.3.3 Mary Tere Argüelles Var
2.3.4 Seth Hufford
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My name is Pepe Macías. I am 
from Mexico and have been to-
tally blind since the age of six as 

a result of leukemia. I am in a vulnerable 
position when I try to live with dignity in a 
visual world. On the other hand, today’s 
world is more friendly to people with dis-
abilities than ever before. And this is what 
encourages me to achieve inclusion. For 
32 years, my life has been a continuous 
effort to achieve inclusion. I have had two 
strategies: being visible and staying rele-
vant. But sometimes I am not sure if my 
strategies are the best. Going against sys-
temic inequity burns you out.

I try to be visible to people. I try to make 
my voice audible to everyone. But what 
happens when you make yourself visible 
in a world where most people do not or 
cannot see? Our global society is mainly 
utilitarian. We do not see people we do 
not value, and we are trained to value only 

Pepe Macías from Mexico has been blind since the age of six. He 
works as a translator, organizational psychologist, executive 
coach, and mindfulness practitioner. Since 2006, he has been part 
of Dialogue in the Dark, first as an exhibition guide and now as 
an international master trainer and content developer. 

those who are a tangible benefit for us. 
How to make yourself visible when peo-
ple do not see any value in you and rather 
want to run away from disability, which re-
minds us about human fragility?

I try to stay relevant and contribute to so-
ciety. I try to do and produce. But honestly 
speaking, I am part of the systemic ableism 
where society values you in line with your 
capacities. But ableism is a paradox: 80% 
of disabilities are acquired between the 
ages of 18 and 65 and most of us will ex-
perience disability due to accidents, aging, 
degenerative sickness, or our working ca-
pacities will become irrelevant when they 
are replaced by automation. We will all 
stop producing and doing. We all are one 
event away from disability.

However, I even play the game of ableism 
and try to stay relevant so I can hack the 
system from inside and teach people to 

value people for who they are and not for 
what they produce or what they can do.
When trying to find solutions for job inclu-
sion of people with disabilities (PwD), we 
often ask what the added value of PwD is. 
How can a company benefit from hiring 
PwD? But these are the wrong questions. 
Not only I, as a blind person, live at a dis-
advantage. Inclusion efforts also start from 
a vulnerable position if we keep valuing 
people solely according to their capacities 
and the benefits they bring.

Being visible and staying relevant burns 
me out. I run this race with closed eyes 
and at a clear disadvantage. The irony is: 
who said it had to be a race?

2.3.1 PEPE MACÍAS 

Staying Visible and Relevant
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“For 32 years, my life has been a 
continuous effort to achieve  

inclusion. I have had two strategies: 
being visible and staying relevant.“

 
Pepe Macías
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Rabaa Biry graduated from Damascus University Law Faculty  
and then gained a Master's in Political Science, International  
Relations at Istanbul Aydin University. She works as a  
project officer leading outreach at the Embark Project  
(www.embarkproject.com) and acts as an an advocate of youth, 
women, mothers, autistic children, and refugees.

I dreamed of being a lawyer in Syria. I 
graduated from Damascus University 
Law Faculty with a good GPA, and I was 

preparing to start training with a good law-
yer when I was forced to leave everything 
just to stay alive – with no options and no 
dreams. 

When I recognized the new situation, life 
as a stranger in a strange society, I started 
to search for a new purpose in my life. I 
applied to Istanbul Aydin University (IAU) 
for a Master's degree in Political Science, 
International Relations, worked voluntarily 
in many projects supported by the univer-
sity for Syrian youth and children, and built 
a new small family. Yet after that, I couldn't 
rebuild my ability to dream again!

Then my life changed when I met the Pro-
gram Director, Nuha Boga, who asked 
me if I would like to mentor a high-level 
business leader. She was the first person 
in Turkey who told me I have valuable and 
bright ideas to give. I was accepted for 
the program and I met my mentee at the 
launch event at Unilever. She was a direc-

tor. I wondered how we were alike. What 
struck me was the fact that we both want-
ed to question our purpose in life. Our ses-
sions developed into a deep engagement. 
We talked about life, work, career, being a 
mother and a woman leader. My mentee 
inspired me to encounter the challenges 
I may face in pursuing my career, learning 
that I will not be the first woman to do that.
 
The Embark program offered me the role 
of a mentor who has the power to make 
a difference, learn new skills, and start 
over again. This boosted my self-confi-
dence. Now I am leading the outreach 
efforts at the Embark initiative with other 
team members to support young people 
through many activities and build a com-
munity of talented young leaders.

I can see that the Embark project is break-
ing down the stereotypes surrounding 
young people and refugees by connect-
ing them with high-level business leaders. 
This is beyond diversity and inclusion. We 
need to take action, and this is the only 
way we can thrive together.

2.3.2 RABAA BIRY 

My Story with Embark
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“We need to take action, and this is the 
only way we can thrive together.”

 
Rabaa Biry
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it. With the verification of my intelligence 
through that test came my school educa-
tion. In the past five years I finished my 
primary school, my secondary school, and 
I am about a third through finishing my 
high school. I love learning from any sub-
ject, from any experience. Physics and as-
tronomy were my passion for a couple of 
years, and I was given the best of gifts by 
participating in PAUTA and expanding my 
knowledge and experience, trying to find 
answers about the origin of life and the be-
havior of human beings. However, despite 
the videos, the books, the lessons and all 
my focus on these areas, I did not get the 
answers I longed for, although I did enjoy 
great experiences and the possibility of 
proving to myself what I can achieve with 
great challenges and great goals. Now 
that I am studying at high school, philoso-
phy begins to be my new passion. I don't 
want to sound arrogant, but philosophy 
has lost its strength in today's world be-
cause people are lazy to think and, above 
all, respond honestly.

tion were not long in coming – at the same 
time as the disbelief of the people around 
her was harassing her.

That afternoon of June 10, 2016, my life 
took a 180° turn. My mind expanded to the 
point that the impossible came true. The 
first thing I wanted to write was a manual 
that I had worked on in my mind for years. 
All the years of confinement made me 
think that it was not so difficult for peo-
ple to turn to see me and take account of 
me. The title: "Speaking for Those Who 
Don't Speak: A Manual for How to Treat 
a Person with Disabilities Who Doesn't 
Speak or Move on Their Own". My frus-
tration was finally silenced. A psychomet-
ric test conducted at the National Auton-
omous University of Mexico (UNAM) shut 
the mouths of people who did not believe 
that I was the one who wrote what my 
mother had interpreted aloud. The find-
ings: a higher-than-normal IQ that I now 
know doesn't matter at all if you can't have 
the ability to do good and transcend with 

Luck played me a joke when a cell ac-
cident during my gestation malformed 
my brain. Since I was a baby, I have suf-
fered epileptic seizures that damaged my 
movements to the point of being 100% 
dependent, but my intelligence was not 
damaged, although the doctors thought 
otherwise. I was a baby and then a girl 
with a motor disability. I had no way to let 
them know otherwise, because within my 
disability I was unable to speak since my 
movements are compromised in every 
part of my body. For many years I could 
not communicate with anyone; my eyes 
were my only means of expression. But it 
was not enough because only my moth-
er understood through my gaze that there 
was something else alive besides a clum-
sy body.

I was fortunate to have the best therapies 
and a great school specializing in aug-
mentative and alternative communication 
that gave my mom the first suspicions that 
I understood more than everyone thought. 
I lived observing the world in detail and 
learning from everything around me. My 
future was very lonely and very frustrating 
to know that I could give much more of 
myself but that it would be impossible as I 
was trapped in a body that did not respond 
to me. I learned and learned, observed 

Mary Tere is a 14-year-old Mexican girl who was born with a  
severe motor disability. Her life story makes inspiring reading, 
as does the manual she has written on "how to treat a person  
with disabilities who doesn't speak or move".

and drew my own conclusions from the 
facts around me – about people's behav-
ior, about patterns that repeat themselves 
over and over again, about things that 
seem to matter to people even if it doesn't 
make them happy, about the banalities 
most great tragedies focus on. Many peo-
ple think I have a privileged brain. I would 
say I rather have an enormous capaci-
ty to simplify those things that entangle 
everyone else.  And how did I get here? 
My only motor skill is to walk with the help 
of someone. I could guide my steps to 
where I wanted and with it my mom and I 
over the years established a language. If I 
wanted something, I would walk to that. If 
they asked me something, I would answer 
by walking towards what was the answer.

When I was about to turn nine, my mom 
placed an alphabet on the wall of my house 
with the idea of teaching me how to read 
and write. She was unaware that on my 
own planet I had learned it by watching 
others do it. When she put that alphabet 
in front of me, her idea – and my idea at 
the same time – was that I would walk to-
wards the letters that wrote the message I 
wanted to give. I surprised my mom when 
instead of waiting for her to give the first 
literacy lessons, I started writing down 
many things I wanted. Her tears and emo-

2.3.3 MARY TERE ARGÜELLES VAR 

My Life in a Few Words

You can download  
the book by Mary Tere  

Argüelles Vara in  
English or Spanish
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2.3.4 SETH HUFFORD 

The Impact of Racialized Trauma

In both its meaning and impact race var-
ies based on where you are in the world. 
There is a very specific context in the 

U.S., but also a range of contexts within 
the global reach of the Responsible Lead-
ers Network. Saidah Nash Carter and I fa-
cilitated a workshop at EBD Week based 
on the New York Times bestseller “My 
Grandmother's Hands. Racialized Trauma 
and the Pathway to Mending Our Hearts 
and Bodies” by the therapist Resmaa 
Menakem. The book examines the ways 
racialized trauma impacts our bodies 
and how that impact may land differently 
based on your racial identity. For exam-
ple, for me as a White person in the USA, 
seeing a police officer has a very different 
impact on my body than the impact it has 
on a Black person – where the impact can 
be fatal. Also, if I travel to Germany, I can 
feel like I belong. People don’t question 
why I’m visiting, even though I only speak 
English. If I spoke Arabic or had brown 
skin, the impact on my body and my sense 
of belonging would be very different.

Saidah and I began the workshop by shar-
ing a practice to connect across differenc-
es and create deeper relationships. We 
also facilitated breath and body practices 
from the book. These practices, some of 
which humans have utilized for millennia, 
support our ability to process and heal 
racialized trauma. We guided participants 
through a body scan – to check in with 
our whole body, not just the head and 
shoulders we see on Zoom. We invited 
people to bring the full upper body into 
their breathing. Another practice asked 
participants to visualize a place of safe-
ty and security, noting the feelings being 
in that place had on their body. People 
often don’t realize how much tension or 
stress they’re carrying. These practices 
support healing racialized trauma.

For me, this work is more about being 
than doing. Why not ask someone “How 
are you feeling?” instead of the typical 
English question “How are you doing?”.

Seth Hufford, a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, founded The  
People Group, a network of consultants committed to bulding  
the capacity of people, organizations, and society. He combines  
his wide-ranging experiences to engage diverse groups of people  
from community activists to business executives.Prior to founding 
The People Group, he managed global executive education programs  
at Carnegie Mellion University's Business School, directed Coro's  
Leadership New York program, and facilitated Leadership  
Pittsburgh's Leadership Development Initiative. 
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“The biggest take-away for me is 
 it’s really more about being than doing. 

Like asking someone ‘How are you  
feeling?’ instead of the typical  

English question: ‘How are you doing?’ ”
 

Seth Hufford
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2.3 

Racism Denial:  
(Un)learn the Fear of Knowing

Paulo Jorge Vieira and Thandi Dyani reflect on  
how fear and racism denial can prevent us from acknowledging  

the way discriminatory systems operate.

Fear is a defense mechanism triggered by anticipation or awareness of danger. 
For people of color and for white people the realization of the causality of racism 
leads to that very fear of knowing: Have I been the target of racism? Am I perpe-

trating such deep wounds? Am I inflicting pain, confusion, fear of speaking up? This 
often leads people to become defensive. This fear of knowing emerges as a “protec-
tion mechanism”.

Our life-long Afro-European experiences were a starting point for this article. All our 
lives, we have navigated systems with (un)seen barriers and signs we are unwelcome 
in our home societies. In our adult lives we have realized that those “uncomfortable 
moments” were micro-oppressions, that we grew up in a racist system perpetuated by 
narratives, cultures, and people with the aim of “putting us in our place” – the place of 
the “other,” someone outside the norm who did and could not belong.

By sharing our stories and subjective perceptions of racism, we want to contribute to 
the emergence of shared narratives on racial equity in which less represented voices 
gain prominence and the “other” becomes the “author”. Our experiences not only in-
form us, they simultaneously condition us in the way we look at the “other”. If we are 
trapped by compartmentalized thinking, we will more easily be guided by unconscious 
bias. We must leave this thinking behind as a necessary step to stimulate freedom and 
diversity of thoughts.

When we talk about racist behavior, it usually becomes centered around harsh physical 
and verbal violence. We tend to forget how the subtlety of (non-physical) racism can 
have an even stronger impact on our lives. With a lifetime of non-good self-images, 
we have to reinvent the whole basis of our existence. This often leads to more silence 
and fear of speaking our reality. We must understand why we act the way we do. Grada 
Kilomba’s “Plantation Memories: Episodes of Everyday Racism” seeks to dismantle 
the normality of racism and exposes the violence and trauma of being placed system-
ically as the “other” within a dehumanized frame: “In a white conceptual world, it is as 
if the collective unconscious of black people is pre-programmed for alienation, for dis-
illusionment and for psychic trauma, because the images of blackness with which we 
are confronted are neither realistic nor rewarding.” We need to recognize and accept 
our differences to understand, deconstruct, and avoid reproducing situations that will 
potentially dehumanize the “other”. ↦
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Three Simple Rules to Become  
an Anti-Racist Ally:

1
 

Don’t assume anything based on skin color 

2
 

Normal is not a monolith 

3
 

Be willing to feel uncomfortable

There is a need for more regulations, laws, and policies to tackle racism and white 
supremacy, but we need to take crucial steps in combating the challenge of racism 
right now. According to a EU survey, the regulatory measures in place to help us re-
port abusive behavior are not used enough to matter. The culture around regulations 
is not inclusive, and the very institutions and policies set in place to protect the rights 
of citizens fail miserably. We need to work towards a new culture to stimulate inclusive 
societies and most importantly, overcome the fear of talking about what it means to 
change culture. Though uncomfortable and scary, we need to open Pandora’s box to 
co-create systems all sides can believe and exist in.

"By sharing our stories and subjective perceptions  
of racism, we want to contribute to the emergence of 
shared narratives on racial equity."

Thandi Dyani & Paulo Jorge Vieira

2.4 Unlearning Racism

Thandi Dyani is a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader and Network 
Organizer for Sub-Saharan Africa who prioritizes African  
leaders and justice, equity, diversity, and belonging issues  
in her work.

Paulo Jorge Vieira is an Education Consultant at the Aga Khan 
Foundation Portugal and a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader.  
He holds a degree in Community Development and Mental Health from 
Lisbon´s Instituto Superior de Psicologia Aplicada.
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The Anti-Racism Manifesto is a co-created declaration written by  
founding member Sylvia Mukasa with contributions from  

Lily Adhiambo, Paulo Jorge Vieira and others from the (Un)Learning  
Journey towards Racial Equity and proposed Racial Equity Alliance,  

an initiative bringing together racial equity advocates from the BMW Herbert  
Quandt Foundation’s Responsible Leaders Network. 

2.4

The (Un)Learning Journey

Anti-Racism

Manifesto
Its principles articulate the Agenda as well as the Call to Action of the Racial Equity 

Alliance. This Manifesto has been inspired and adapted from the Feminist Manifesto 
by the Gender Alliance drawn up in Mérida during the 6th BMW Foundation Herbert 

Quandt World Responsible Leaders Forum. As the Racial Equity Alliance organizes 
diverse events and initiates specific projects, additional principles of the Anti-Racism 
Manifesto will be elaborated. ↦
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6

We call for an agenda to make this  
decade a transformative one to achieve  
anti-racism goals. 
 
We strive in a transversal way to reach a comprehensive  
understanding of racial equity that is cross-cutting, diverse,  
intercultural, and interdisciplinary. 

9

We nurture an understanding of racial  
equity that is cross-cutting, interdisciplinary, 
and holistic 
 
with awareness of religious pluralism, social prejudice against the  
disabled, and class inequalities. 

5

We aim to foster an empathetic  
approach to anti-racism.  
 
We acknowledge beginning without a common understanding  
and strive to create a broader foundation to include others  
without prejudice. 

8

It is our goal to engage with an anti-racism 
focus through 2021 and beyond when  
hiring, developing new programs, and initiat-
ing projects  

 
in funding and other areas of work to accelerate the closing of  
the racial gap. 

4

We support each other as  
Responsible Leaders.  

We encourage each other in suggesting and scaling up ideas  
to achieve racial equity. 

7

We believe that racial balance in all sectors  
is one of the main keys to transforming the 
current broken economic systems 
 
by leveraging the complementarity of skills and perspectives among 
diverse races. 

3

We champion racial equity 
regardless of racial identity.  

We strive in a transversal way to reach a comprehensive  
understanding of racial equity that is cross-cutting, diverse,  
intercultural, and interdisciplinary.

2

We advocate for a racial  
inclusion perspective.  

With the aspiration, as articulated in the 2030 Agenda that no one is to be 
left behind, we affirm that BIPOC must have more spaces of representa-
tion and participation in contributing to the realization of the 17 SDGs. 

1

We are promoters of racial equality.
 
In each of our respective roles, personal, family and professional, 
and as members of the BMW Foundation Responsible Leaders Net-
work, we push for an anti-racism agenda to foster racial equity and 
work actively in closing racial gaps in line with the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals 10 (Reduced Inequalities) and 16 (Peace, Justice 
and Strong Institutions) of the UN 2030 Agenda. 
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Connect to Unite

3. Connect to Unite

3
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3.1 

Building Equity, Diversity  
and Belonging: 

 A Funder Perspective
Atul Gandhi & Aiswarya Ananthapadmanabhan  

from the EdelGive Foundation 
outline five steps funders should take.

Funding models have changed over time as funders have learnt from their past ex-
periences and built increasingly holistic approaches, for instance going beyond 
a narrow program focus to help grassroots organizations build their capacities in 

management, measurement, and many other areas in order to better serve their com-
munities. An equally important part of a holistic approach is that the principles of equity, 
diversity and belonging (EDB) become an integral part of the funder’s work.

At EdelGive Foundation (India), we firmly believe that funders have a larger role to play 
in supporting EDB, beyond extending financial support to organizations working with 
vulnerable people and movements focusing on these issues. Here is our list of five key 
steps that funders should take to ensure a more inclusive funding process: ↦
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1

Supporting each community’s vision of development
At EdelGive, we believe that equity cannot be achieved through one uniform definition 
of development. What kinds of development we should aim for can be best defined 
by communities themselves, and so we support our NGO partners’ efforts to equip 
communities with the tools to achieve their vision of development, rather than offering 
external ‘expert’ solutions.

This is also reflected in our decisions on which models and efforts to support. EdelGive 
considers itself a ‘risk funder’, which means we make patient investments in organiza-
tions who work closely with communities. Instead of looking for ‘proof of concept’, we 
speak to communities to determine whether there is a strong level of trust in both the 
organization and the approach to bring about the ‘development’ they are looking for. 
EdelGive also supports initiatives that acknowledge and address intersectionalities in 
their design. This proactive approach ensures that we acknowledge the inequities of 
power that exist within communities as well as between communities, organizations or 
movements, and ourselves. It also enables organizations to optimize impact and com-
munities to derive the most benefit through the investment.

2

Investing in and learning from a diversity of approaches
Just as there is no single definition of development, there is no one right approach 
either. At EdelGive we embrace diversity in our work. Across our three focus areas of 
education, livelihoods and women empowerment, we support a group of about 45 or-
ganizations who use a variety of approaches across a range of contexts, communities, 
and levels of scale. No model is applied uniformly across different districts, states or 
communities; each one is modified together with local communities to address local 
concerns. EdelGive invests in different program models with the intention to learn, cre-
ate, and document knowledge, and disseminate these learnings to help build a strong 
philanthropic ecosystem in the country. 

"We firmly believe that funders have a  
larger role to play in supporting EDB."

Atul Gandhi & Aiswarya Ananthapadmanabhan
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3

Making space for different voices
Along with equity and diversity, inclusivity and belonging are equally important. Over 
time, EdelGive has ensured that it builds both individual and collective platforms that 
empower partners irrespective of the size of investment they can bring in, the cause 
they work for, the geographies in which they function, and the approaches they use. In 
our experience, providing a space for equitable participation for diverse actors enhanc-
es learning and facilitates meaningful collaboration. This eventually influences more 
diverse future giving by funders and varied program approaches by investees, thus 
enriching the entire ecosystem.

4

Respecting grassroots leadership 
Grassroots organizations best understand the needs of the communities they are 
embedded in, as well as how best to engage and work with them. Both EdelGive’s 
grant-making and grant-management approaches ensure that we do not dictate any 
terms or ways of working to our partners, but instead engage with them as partners to 
understand their work and challenges, and provide them with a complementary exter-
nal perspective.  

5

Prioritizing the most vulnerable
Alongside directing funding towards organizations that work with vulnerable commu-
nities, EdelGive also offers pro bono support on capacity building for these organiza-
tions, enabling them to grow their institutional strengths and identities as social impact 
creators. This also helps them access newer opportunities for growth and become 
increasingly equipped to participate and advocate for their cause in different spaces.

We firmly believe that these approaches and embedding EDB as an integral part of our 
work help us to fulfil our responsibilities as funding organizations – to help make the 
ecosystem more effective and resilient while we work towards supporting the most 
vulnerable and adding value to the efforts of our NGO partners and communities. 

Atul Gandhi has been with the EdelGive Foundation for over six 
years, first as its Head of Investment and now as its CEO.  
He has been working as a social development professional for  
nearly 15 years and is a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader. 

Aiswarya Ananthapadmanabhan is a development sector professional 
with a passion for contributing to social and behavior change.  
At EdelGive she is reponsible for managing and building value in 
key funder-partner relationships and ecosystem engagement in  
the philanthropic community.
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“We firmly believe that embedding  
EDB as an integral part of our work  

helps us to fulfil our responsibilities  
as funding organizations.”

 
Atul Gandhi & Aiswarya Ananthapadmanabhan
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3.2 

The Role and Responsibility  
of Foundations

Based on an interview with Michael Alberg-Seberich  
and Anne Marie Jacob of Wider Sense, a CSR, philanthropy,  

and social investment consultancy

The power foundations have come from distributing money and harnessing the 
resources of time, talent, treasure and ties. They also have specific roles to play 
as society's research & development department and in pioneering ways of 

practicing Equity, Diversity and Belonging (EDB) in organizations. The danger is of 
their being paternalistic or Colonialistic in their dealings with beneficiaries. Humility is 
what is needed. Another key role of foundations is to initiate discussion, debate, and dis-
course – and to make marginalized people visible and give them a voice, as they are mostly 
overlooked by official funding. 

Foundations need to be more courageous, position themselves more clearly, stand 
up and be counted on issues like EDB. If foundations don’t take a stand, they merely 
function as convenors and moderators of discussion platforms. Moreover, few founda-
tions have the courage to say what hasn’t worked. One example for sharing learnings 
and talking about mistakes with your stakeholders is the Lucie and Andre Chagnon 
Foundation in Montreal. ↦
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Michael Alberg-Seberich, Managing Director of Wider Sense and a 
BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, supports the company's clients 
as a strategy consultant, coach, facilitator and mediator,  
dealing with questions of philanthropy, foundation management, 
corporate social responsibility, and impact investing.

Anne Marie Jacob, an associate consultant at Wider Sense,  
facilitates debates and discussions on the Foundation of the  
Future and advises both companies and private individuals  
in establishing and expanding their social engagement.

If a foundation is to reach a diverse range of people, it must reflect such societal diver-
sity in its own ranks. Otherwise, they will be unable to understand such people and be 
effective in their funding. A 2020 study by Echoing Green and Bridgespan again docu-
mented that non-profits led by people of color gain less grant money.  This discrepan-
cy is partly due to fewer networks reaching into other communities and the challenges 
they face. This discrepancy is partly due to adverts for job vacancies at foundations not 
reaching potential applicants with a migration background, for example.

Foundations need to improve their external communications. Society generally sees 
them as conservative and traditionally minded – not the kind of employer activists will 
want to work for, as it is often easier to make a difference working for an NGO rather 
than an often hierarchical foundation.

Yet we are very optimistic about the future. EDB issues have now reached the philan-
thropy sector. Listening more carefully to stakeholders will lead to improved participa-
tion in the work of foundations. One reason for our optimism is the progress made in 
recent years. At a diversity event in 2019, few participants knew what intersectionality 
was. In the meantime, foundations like the Robert Bosch Foundation have started to 
explore these issues and develop funding programs based on trust, listening, and par-
ticipation. But we need to cultivate a language that everybody understands, including 
those at more conservatively minded foundations. Extensive progress will only be pos-
sible when everyone in the foundations’ sector joins the EDB journey.
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3.3 

Have a Blueprint,  
Plus Lots of Patience: 
 What Maya Shoucair  

Learned as a Diversity and 
Belonging Specialist

Before starting her current role heading public policy 
 partnerships at TikTok Canada, Maya Shoucair worked  

as a diversity and belonging specialist at the e-commerce  
platform Shopify in Toronto, Canada. And she learned a  

few important lessons about what works – and what doesn’t.
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“There’s so much that should be changed, and that’s a recipe for burnout”
Professionalizing diversity work can also help teams to plan and manage expectations. 
Maya recommends teams build roadmaps and have honest conversations about how 
much time the changes are going to take. For example, accessibility is an area that 
looks easy to fix from the outside but actually requires thoughtful and careful consid-
eration and strategy. "You want to make sure you're building solutions for long-term 
impact and not just putting band-aids on the issues," Maya says.

This doesn't mean companies should feel discouraged about doing the work. Planning 
and communicating are important to relieve pressure on teams – both internally and 
externally. “There's so much that should be changed, and so much feels like low-hang-
ing fruit,” she says. “That’s a recipe for burnout because you want to do everything and 
people also expect you to do everything.” She recognizes where the impatience comes 
from: "It's often personal because you're serving your community and communities you 
care deeply about." 

Maya Shoucair, a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, is passionate 
about building more inclusive and  accessible digital economies. 
As a global community builder and strategist, she focuses on  
shifting systems through storytelling and partnership development. 
Having worked in government, non-profits, academia, and tech  
companies, Maya has a unique perspective on the types of cross- 
industry collaboration and governance models needed for lasting 
change and sustainable innovation. Besides heading public policy 
partnerships at TikTok, she sits on the board for UKAI Projects,  
a cultural collective that works at the intersection of the arts 
and technology.

“How do I work with others and make sure that I understand their lived 
experiences?”
By communicating effectively and inviting all employees to the many ERG social events, 
Maya’s team was able to expose more people to new cultures, experiences, and ide-
as. “I think that it was successful because it was something like an internal leadership 
development program,” she says. “The fabric of those communities grew tighter. And 
suddenly everyone asked themselves ‘Okay, how do I start thinking about diversity in a 
different way because there are so many dimensions?’ and ‘How do I work with others 
and make sure that I understand their lived experiences?’” 

“EDI really needs to be part of the business goals”
Yet Maya wants to alert companies contemplating similar measures to a few pitfalls and 
bad practices. One issue concerns workload and pay. Diversity work is still often done 
on a volunteer basis and not as paid employment, despite the strain it puts on people’s 
time and energy. What’s more, it is not even built into these employees’ performance 
metrics.
 

“EDI really needs to be part of the business goals,” she says. “When it’s seen as an ad-
ditional or bonus, it doesn't get the type of recognition it needs. The most successful 
teams were the ones that were able to build EDI into their core thinking.” Of course, 
that means that an organization’s leadership has to actively embed EDI into team goals 
in a way that can be measured and reported. “If it's not coming from the top, then you 
struggle,” she says. 

"Professionalizing diversity work can also  
help to plan and manage expectations." 

Maya Shoucair 
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“EDI really needs to be part of an  
organization's business goals.

When it’s seen as an additional or  
bonus, it doesn't get the type of  

recognition it needs.”
 

Maya Shoucair
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3.4 

How to Restructure an Organization
Integrating EDI into an organization's business goals and restructuring the organization to  

enable EDI in everyday practise is much easier said than done. Annette Richardson has some  
practical suggestions on how an EDI-oriented restructuring can succeed.
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3.4 Restructuring

1

It’s not about idealism, it’s about 
the bottom line. 

Annette Richardson calls the push for 
more diversity, equity and inclusion “prob-
ably the most consequential societal shift 
we're trying to claim as humans because 
it affects how we’ll interact and collabo-
rate.” She recognizes that organizations 
may feel pressured to respond, either by 
their own workforce or by the wider public. 
Yet doing good is never the right motiva-
tion for a company – mostly because that’s 
not the language business leaders tend 
to speak. “When I speak to corporations 
about DEI, I speak about their bottom line 
and their innovation challenges,” Annette 
says. “Because you cannot create new 
products or processes in this global mar-
ketplace without really understanding who 
your customers are.”

2

Simply hiring diverse talent is 
usually counterproductive. 

Often, organizations seek a quick fix to 
their lack of DEI by hiring women or peo-
ple of color. Annette warns that this ap-
proach can backfire. “A more diverse 
workforce doesn't translate into inclusion, 
it doesn't translate into power sharing,” 
She says. “Our human default behavior 
tends to bring us back to familiarity. We 
trust people who look like us, think like 
us, and have similar life experiences.” 
Therefore, organizations first have to learn 
how to integrate people who are “differ-
ent” – otherwise those people will leave 
frustrated and angry and the organization 
will be worse off than before. 

3
 

The most important work is 
behavioral, and it has to be done 
by the entire workforce. 

“I come from the point of view that DEI is not 
a human resource issue, but a cultural and 
societal issue,” Annette says. “It’s a matter 
of building trust and understanding.” When 
companies hire her, she and her team will 
bring in experts on issues like race, gender 
or LGBTQIA+ and invite employees from 
all departments to come together and talk 
about conscious and unconscious bias-
es. “That's the work, no matter if you're the 
CEO or a security guard,” Annette says. “It 
is deconstructing these deeply rooted bi-
ases that will allow you to not just hire a 
black person or an Asian person, but to 
hire somebody you trust will do the work, 
and empower them.” 

4

Changing behavior is a long-term
 commitment, so it’s important to craft 
 a culture of iteration. 

Change takes time, and especially legacy 
organizations cannot expect quick wins. 

“You're not going to get there in two years 
or even in five years,” Annette says. Since 
changing culture requires pivots like any 
organizational strategy, it is essential for 
leaders to leave room for new ideas, prac-
tices, failure and growth. Annette also en-
courages organizations to prioritize the 
development of soft skills like empathy, 
communication, and authentic leadership. 

“The commitment has to be long-term, 
and it has to be fully integrated from top to 
bottom,” she says. 

5

Honesty trumps transparency.

The fact that structural processes are slow 
often collides with the public expectation to 
see immediate action and returns, Annette 
says. But she warns organizations against 
oversharing because transparency often 
causes even more pressure. Also, there 
are likely to be many internal tensions that 
need to be resolved before an organization 
can publicly share their process. Rather,  
Annette recommends honestly commu-
nicating the steps the organization is tak-
ing, and asking for compassion. “Progress 
is not going to be made overnight,” she 
says. “If you've made the commitment 
and you've shown what steps you're tak-
ing today, people will give you a little bit of 
leeway.” 

With over 20 years of experience, Annette Richardson is a veteran of the so-
cial impact space. In her previous role as a Senior Advisor at the UN Office 
for Partnerships, she designed and implemented global multi-stakehold-

er policy, advocacy and outreach programs in support of the Millennium Develop-
ment Goals (MDGs) and the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). In her current  
position as a partner at Ambershore, where she strategically advises entrepre-
neurs, corporate leaders and purpose-driven investors, Annette Richardson has 
created a whole process around how organizations can – and why they should 

– increase Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI). Here, she shares some of her most  
important learnings. 

Annette Richardson is a versatile strategic advisor with a unique 
blend of corporate strategy and public affairs expertise.  
Besides her extensive working experience gained at the United  
Nations, she is the former Director of International Relations  
for the New York City 2012 Olympic Bid Committee and former Chief 
of Staff to the Chairman and CEO of Vivendi Universal. She was 
selected as one of the 200 "Most Powerful Minds" by Forbes Woman 
in 2013 and 2014, and is a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader.
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“The push for more diversity, equity  
and inclusion is probably the most  

consequential societal shift we're trying  
to claim as humans because it affects 
how we’ll interact and collaborate.”

 
Annette Richardson
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4.1 

Privilege Is Invisible to  
Those Who Have It

Privilege is a right, an advantage, an immunity enjoyed by an individual or 
a group beyond the usual rights or advantages of others. It is not  

personal, but linked to the value of the social group you belong to in a  
specific cultural-economic setting. As evidence, Aurélie Salvaire  

points to the concrete example of citizenship privilege: EU citizens can  
enter 170 out of 200 countries without visas; Pakistani citizens 28,  

most of them isolated islands.
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As a French woman holding a French passport, I can travel to the vast majority of 
countries with no visa, no questions asked, no invitation letter, no money in my 
bank account, no job, no family waiting for me back home. This is a privilege, 

which was almost invisible to me until I met people from other countries who were 
struggling very hard to enjoy the same thing. 
 
What is privilege?
Privilege is benefits attached to your group. They do not depend on your specific 
abilities but more on the social appreciation of the groups you belong to in the society 
you live in. Privilege is belonging to what is considered “the default” in any society, the 

“standard”, the “power of normal”, the beige-flesh band-aids group. 
 
Privilege is a greater sense of safety. You don’t have to fear for your life when you in-
teract with the police. You don’t have to fear for your children’s lives when they walk or 
run down the street. You are less likely to be followed, interrogated or searched by law 
enforcement officers because you look “suspicious”. You can remain silent in the face 
of inequity. It does not concern you directly. You can weigh up the need for protest or 
confrontation against the discomfort or inconvenience of speaking up. 
 
Privilege is having the benefit of the doubt. By default, you seem nice, not a threat to 
others. You are trusted more easily. As an experiment, Australian people of different 
racial and ethnic identities tried to board public buses, telling the driver they didn’t 
have enough money to pay for the ride. Researchers documented more than 1,500 at-
tempts. The results: 72 percent of white people were allowed to stay on the bus.  Only 
36 percent of black people were extended the same kindness.
 
Privilege is accumulated power and wealth over generations, having greater access to 
power and resources, and being more likely to support your children into early adulthood 
by helping with expenses such as college education, first cars, and first homes. 

Numerous types of privilege
Heterosexual-cis-gendered privilege, for example, is when you never have to worry about 
which bathroom you can or cannot use, or who you can marry. If you're a heterosexual 
and cis-gendered couple, you can adopt a child with little or no difficulty. You won't have 
to worry about being rejected by your friends, family or religion based on the person you 
love. You will never have to “come out” or worry about the law directly intruding in your 
personal life. Walking down the street holding your partner’s hand or kissing without wor-
rying is the privilege of straight couples.
 
Christian privilege means the holidays your religion celebrates will always be recognized 
so you will always have a day off work or school on a Christian religious holiday. This is 
not necessarily true for holidays practiced by other religions. And of course there are 
many other types of privilege: extrovert privilege, body-abled privilege, citizenship priv-
ilege, social class privilege, age privilege, attractive privilege, clearer skin privilege, thin 
privilege, and so on.
 
These privileges add up. What Kimberlé Crenshaw has called intersectionality is when 
aspects of a person's social and political identities (e.g., gender, caste, sex, race, class, 
sexuality, religion, disability, physical appearance, height, etc.) combine to create different 
modes of discrimination and privilege, which amounts to a new type of caste system.

"Privilege is belonging to what is considered 
"the default", the "standard",  
the "power of normal" in any society."
 
Aurélie Salvaire

↦
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What can we do?
No-one is a unique story. All this goes beyond the binary definition of good and bad. 
Each individual is a combination of victim and oppressor. Each identity is made up of 
a mix of discriminations and privileges. So what should you do about it? Should you 
feel guilty? Should you feel shame? Guilt is more or less useless as it is the glue that 
keeps privilege and oppression together. It is better to understand how the system 
works and identify what privileges you enjoy. Naming a privilege is already the first step 
toward transforming the system. The second step is to really reflect on what you want 
to do and how you want to transform the world using the particular help you had at the 
beginning of life’s race. 

That is basically understanding the difference between equality and equity. I am often 
asked what I think about quotas and affirmative action. Scandinavian countries would 
never have reached their level of women’s involvement in politics and leadership with-
out quotas in the 1970s and 1980s. Affirmative action might seem unfair because 
when we enjoy privileges, equity feels like oppression. Equity means that you give par-
ticular help to people who might not have started life’s race from the same point as you. 

Yet if we belong to the “top” category, it is very hard to recognize that we are not all 
starting from the same point. A very interesting exercise in this respect is, for example, 
the “privilege walk”: you start on the same line as your colleagues or friends and in re-
sponse to different questions take a step backward or forward. Then you will see that 
we do not start with the same chances in life. For example, some of us had more than 
50 books at home and some had none; some had to work hard to pay for their studies 
and others’ studies were paid for by their parents or family without any problems.
 
Recognizing that we had these differences from the beginning allows us to readjust 
the system for everybody, include all realities, and not forget that the dominant collec-
tive is the norm by default.

Aurélie Salvaire is a French author and social entrepreneur who 
is passionate about gender and narratives. She has been  
working for the past ten years in the social innovation field, 
collaborating with Oxfam, Ashoka, Unreasonable Institute,  
and Impact Hub. She is a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader and 
currently running a book tour around the world to engage  
young citizens to become gender activists.
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Sex: male / female
Gender: cisgender / transgender
Marital status: single / married / divorced / widow
Height: tall / short
Weight: thin / average / overweight / obese
Skin colour
Physical ability
Age
Attractiveness
Sexual orientation
Wealth (your own & your family’s)
Social class
Education level
Religion (how your religious beliefs are valued in the society you live in)
Profession (highly valued or not)
Mental health (depression, anxiety, PTSD, schizophrenia, etc.)
Housing status (homeless, squatting, renting, owning)
Citizenship (refugee, migrant, undocumented / documented, citizen)
Neurodiversity
Political beliefs
Parental status
Extroversion level
Accent
Language

Evaluating your individual privilege
You are invited to rank from 0 to 10 your perceived privilege in 

the country you currently live in according to the criteria  
opposite. You can add up your overall score for the 24 catego-

ries. When you have a clear picture of the privileges you  
have right now, try to think how you can utilize these privileges 

for the better. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4.1.2
 

Exercise

The higher the number, the higher the privilege. 
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“What Kimberlé Crenshaw has called  
intersectionality is when aspects of a  

person's social and political identities 
combine to create different modes of  

discrimination and privilege, which 
amounts to a new type of caste system.”

 
Aurélie Salvaire
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4.1 

The One Where I Tell You We Don't 
Need to Beat the Beast out of the Man

Andreea Petre-Goncalves takes a critical and highly insightful look  
into the current crisis of progressive politics. Her conclusions are a  

challenging wake-up call to all liberal progressives.

Progressive politics is in trouble. Our liberal cultural hegemony is over. We thought 
we were fighting the good fight 20 years ago, but truthfully, we didn’t face much 
push-back then. It wasn’t as much of a fight as we liked to think. No one shout-

ed back “give us a break with your feminist, anti-racist, gay rights bullshit”. Our moral 
superiority felt acceptable then because they were, broadly speaking, unchallenged. 
Nowadays, we are actively reviled and widely rejected. We are not flavour of the month 
by any stretch of the imagination.

You might find me annoying. I am sorry about that. I think we’re responsible for this sor-
ry state of affairs. I know we can do better, because we are much, much better than we 
sound. I want us to start talking about how we once again become the voice of justice 
for our whole societies. I’m going to ask that we question ourselves first, rather than 
the failings of others.

Everywhere we look, there is evidence that our fellow humans are tired of being lec-
tured by our church of sanctimony and moral outrage. The internet is full of cultural 
backlash that feels frighteningly retrograde. We’re getting hammered at the ballot box. 
Trust in our collective systems, institutions, and elites is at an all-time low. Our fellow 
men and women worry that life-saving vaccines are injecting them with mind-control 
microchips and that world leaders are running child-abuse rings from pizza restaurants. 
They are not stupid. They are heartbroken and afraid. We need to start hearing them.

On our soapboxes, we are fervently, frothingly fighting ever more rigidly defined evils, 
while society’s unspoken fears and unmet needs remain without useful expression. 
Far-right populists everywhere are rubbing their hands with glee at our ludicrous, de-
lirious impotence.

We’re living in a period of human history when it’s painfully clear that the shape of our 
political economies is not fit for purpose. Most of us know this can’t deliver the safety 
and justice we need. Many people around us worry about the terrible prospects for 
their children’s futures – because yes, capitalism no longer offers hope and promise. 
Many feel alone, insignificant and trod upon. We offer them witty placards and insta-
grammable slogans on obscure differences of opinion. ↦
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We need to start listening
Karen Stenner says something chilling about how liberal democracy has exceeded 
many people’s capacity to tolerate it. About how for the 30% of us who are prone to 
authoritarianism, sameness is much more important than individuality, oneness pref-
erable to complexity. About the need to pay more attention to how people actually feel 
and how they actually are if we want to preserve our liberal political conventions. 

I take her warning to heart. You don’t have to look far to see illiberalism in action. Poland 
and Hungary were once Eastern Europe’s poster children for liberal values. They were 
symbolic of brighter futures after the darkness of totalitarian communism. Nowadays, 
they are symbolic of something altogether more sombre, more retrograde. And yet the 
people of Poland and Hungary are not insane, they haven’t suddenly turned evil. Brexit 
Britain is not a pitch-fork army of cave-age fanaticism. They represent swathes of so-
ciety, masses of people like you and me, who no longer believe in the way that we do 
things around here. 

If we stop treating the rest of humankind like deviants, if we start listening to their fears 
and their injustices, we can once again be a voice of hope for our whole societies. Our 
puritanical habits of trying to beat the beast out of the man with judgement and unfor-
giving language are as much of the past as the attitudes we are trying to cure. Let's 
talk about who we want to be in the world, about the story of "us" that brings others 
in rather than pushing them out. We all want justice and lives that are worth living in 
harmony with nature. Our world can be as it should.

Andreea Petre-Goncalves, president and co-founder of Flare and  
a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader, is an international affairs 
and advocacy expert with two decades of experience in the non- 
profit, public and private sectors. She has worked in  
sustainability, food security, international development, public 
health, gender and human rights. She has driven global policy  
developments, built international partnerships, and connected 
power and knowledge brokers to promote the greater good.
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“On our soapboxes we are fervently, 
frothingly fighting ever more rigidly  

defined evils, while society’s unspoken 
fears and unmet needs remain  

without useful expression.”
 

Andreea Petre-Goncalves
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4.4  

Taking EDB into
the Public Sector

Chi Nguyen is on a lifelong mission to challenge  
the way gender impacts the worlds of work, 

home and school. In Canada she is now running for 
political office in a provincial parliament.
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What inspired you to run for office?
CHI NGUYEN: I have always believed in the power of government to serve people in big and 
significant ways. I learned this lesson as a teenager: our family was greatly support-
ed by government programs and community services funded by governments. These 
were a lifeline for us as an immigrant family, and I have long wished for governments 
to be led by people that bring that lived experience to policy-making. For me, it's so 
clear that we need diversity of thought and experience around Cabinet tables. That's a 
huge part of why I want to serve in politics – to ensure that we are really transforming 
our systems to serve those most in need. 
 
What do you want to do differently in terms of EDB in the public sector?
CHI:  Many, many parts of the doing-good sector, including the government, have attract-
ed great people with good intentions. But these old systems were built on foundations 
that privileged the few. For me, the opportunity to bring more EDB into politics is about 
understanding who hasn't had access to power and privilege, why they haven't, and what 
can be done to remake our systems so they can better create the policy outcomes that 
are good for all of us. That does mean that we need to understand the culture of politics 
and who we have traditionally turned to as "leaders", and rewrite those ideas. For me, 
this is a real opportunity to make people feel like politics belongs to us. Because it does. 

Just because politics has traditionally been a domain for male power does not mean that 
women and people of colour should shy away from it. In fact, our representation matters 
all the more.  For a very long time, politics has been seen as a very toxic way of engaging 
in changing our communities, but because of its significance in defining and shifting our 
world, I know that it requires all of us to be contributing to it. 

What are your key resources in achieving these goals?
CHI:  I truly believe politics is a team sport. And I am also equally committed to a healthy 
democracy. For me, this means that politics shouldn't require a big bankroll and deep 
pockets of money. To me, it is about a moment of people coming together who share 
values and vision. These are really the resources that I value in working towards this 
campaign: great people who want to fight for the kind of world we can be proud of.  It's 
going to take a local network to drive this, but I count on the support of my global com-
munity as well for much moral support! I’d like to add that I also rely heavily on a very 
supportive partner, and my two young boys as real anchors and supports. 

Can you recommend one book, film or podcast that inspired or encouraged 
you recently?
CHI:  We're in the summer months right now, so I have been really enjoying some down-
time to read! Currently, on my bedside table is “Mediocre: The Dangerous Legacy of 
White Male America” (Ijeoma Oluo), “The Value of Everything” (Mariana Mazzucatto) 
and “The Committed” (Viet Thanh Nguyen). 

Chi Nguyen's parents moved to Canada from Vietnam. She grew up in 
Toronto, a city that she experienced as welcoming to immigrant 
families. As a community engagement and public policy expert and 
specialist for gender equality and inclusion, she has worked  
for some of Canada's most respected institutions, charitable 
agencies, and do-gooding organizations to develop public policy, 
engage citizens, and end systemic and cultural inequality. She  
is also a BMW Foundation Responsible Leader.

SHARE

"I want to serve in politics to ensure 
that we are really transforming our  

systems to serve those most in need." 
 

Chi Nguyen
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4.4 

Resources

4.4.1 Books
4.4.2 Films
4.4.3 Talks, Speeches, Articles
4.4.4 Podcasts
4.4.5 Social Media
4.4.6 Music

EDB has spawned a vast and varied range of resources from books, films and talks to social media and music. Though the resources outlined 
on the following pages merely touch on this wealth of material, they are an interesting and stimulating source of EDB-related ideas and insights. 

✉ 

We would love to  

receive more input by Mail

HERE
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4.4.1 

Books
21 3 4 5

Ta-Nehisi Coates 
Between The World And Me

How can the U.S. reckon with 
its fraught racial history, and what 
does it mean to be Black today? 
This book is the journalist 
Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to 
answer these questions in a  
letter to his adolescent son.

A collection of personal essays 
by contemporary disabled  
writers like Keah Brown and  
Haben Girma, brought to- 
gether by activist Alice Wong, 
that gives insights into the  
diversity and complexity of the 
disabled experience. 

In this graphic novel, Swedish 
cartoonist Liv Strömquist  
retells the history of vulvas and 
menstruation – from Adam  
and Eve to pussy hats – and how 
they have been punished, 
praised or politicized.

The nonbinary comedian Mae 
Martin dissects the way that 
Western society views sexuality 
by sharing their own experi- 
ences on sex, dating and identity, 
from weird crushes to coming  
out and their sexual fluidity.

After her family fled from Islamic 
extremists in Pakistan to Cana-
da, Samra Habib still didn’t feel 
free, because she couldn’t come 
out as queer. Her memoir retells 
her exploration of faith, art, and 
queer sexuality.

Alice Wong  
Disability Visibility:  
First-Person Stories from  
the Twenty-First Century 

Liv Strömquist 
Fruit Of Knowledge. The Vulva 
vs. the Patriarchy

Mae Martin 
Can Everyone Please  
Calm Down? A Guide to 21st 
Century Sexuality

Samra Habib 
We Have Always  
Been Here. A Queer  
Muslim Memoir
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4.4.2 

Films
21 3 4 5

AmarElo –  
It’s All For Yesterday

In this documentary, rapper and 
activist Emicida celebrates the 
legacy of Black Brazilian culture 
between scenes from his  
concert in São Paulo, while ex-
plaining the country's complex 
history of racism.

In this feature film, three friends 
with Down’s Syndrome,  
abandoned and forgotten by 
their relatives, flee their  
mundane lives in an institute  
and embark on a road trip in-
spired by “Thelma and Louise”.

A U.S. American drama television 
series about New York City's 
Black and Latino LGBTQIA+ and 
gender-nonconforming drag  
ball culture scene in the 1980s 
and 1990s.

The documentary follows boys 
and young men as they  
struggle to stay true to them-
selves while negotiating  
America’s narrow definition  
of masculinity.

A dark comedy series about a 
group of indigenous teens in 
rural Oklahoma and a portrait of 
a modern-day Native American 
community, which features  
nothing but Indigenous writers 
and directors.

Colegas Pose The Mask You Live In Reservation Dogs
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4.4.3 

Talks, Speeches, Articles
21 3 4 5

Mark Malisa & Philippa Nhengeze 
Pan-Africanism

The paper examines the place of 
Pan-Africanism as an educa- 
tional, political, and cultural mo- 
vement and its lasting impact  
on the continent of Africa and 
the Diaspora. 

The Indian academic Shiv Visva-
nathan criticizes the domi- 
nance of modern science and its 
destructive impact on non- 
Western cultures and calls for 
recognition of alternative, non- 
Western sciences.

In this talk, Ashton Applewhite 
debunks ageist myths and  
calls for society to look at aging 
not as a disease to be cured,  
but as a powerful, lifelong pro-
cess that unites all. 

In this classic talk that started a 
worldwide conversation about 
feminism, author Chimamanda 
Ngozi Adichie asks that we  
begin to dream about and plan 
for a different, fairer world – of 
happier men and women who are 
truer to themselves.

Zadie Smith’s essay looks at how 
identities are shaped by dif- 
ferent dialects, ethnolects and 
sociolects, inspired by Barack 
Obama’s ability to speak directly 
to all kinds of people – high or 
low class, Black or White.

Dr. Shiv Visvanathan  
on Cognitive Justice 

Ashton Applewhite 
Let's End Ageism

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie 
We Should All Be Feminists

Zadie Smith 
Speaking in Tongues
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4.4.4 

Podcasts
21 3 4 5

NYT: 1619

An audio series from The New 
York Times observing the 400th 
anniversary of the beginning of 
American slavery.

The podcast by an activist group 
of the same name features dis-
cussions on Indigenous history, 
politics and culture with Native 
and non-Native guests.  

Host Vusumzi Ngxande explores 
questions around African beliefs 
and identity to better understand 
African Spirituality and the many 
historical and sociopolitical dis-
tortions that shaped it.

Host and standup comic Cam-
eron Esposito speaks with 
members of the LGBTQIA+ 
community about their identity, 
personality and the cultural 
shifts around gender, sexuality 
and civil rights.

Hosted by journalists of color, 
this podcast explores how race 
affects every part of society — 
from politics and pop culture  
to history, food and everything  
in between. 

The Red Nation The Journey Kwantu Queery Code Switch
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4.4.5 

Social Media
21 3 4 5

Haben Girma

Haben Girma was the first deaf-
blind person to graduate from 
Harvard Law School and is now 
a human rights lawyer advancing 
disability justice. She educates 
about how disability is an oppor-
tunity for innovation.

This is a growing collection of 
maps which challenge our  
relationships with the land, peo-
ple, and state. It is based on 
the premise that cartography  
is not as objective as we are 
made to believe. 

The online platform for Muslim 
women’s voices in Western  
society was founded by then- 
teenager Amani Alkhat in the 
years after 9/11 to connect with 
other young Muslim girls and 
defy stereotypes about Islam. 

The Indian media platform wants 
to educate about feminism and 
marginalized communities, with 
articles about societal issues, 
media, culture, and technology. 

ALOK is a gender non-conform-
ing writer, performer, and public 
speaker. They are the creator  
of #DeGenderFashion, a move-
ment to degender fashion and 
beauty industries.

The Decolonial Atlas Muslim Girl  Feminism in India Alok
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4.4.6 

Music
21 3 4 5

H.E.R. 
I Can't Breathe (Song)

H.E.R. wrote the song to support 
the Black Lives Matter move-
ment and in memory of George 
Floyd and other Black people 
who became victims of police 
killings.

This playlists features new 
songs by artists mostly  
from everywhere but Western  
countries.

In her debut album, Arlo Parks 
tells very personal stories  
about mental health and LGBT-
QIA+ issues: she recounts  
how helpless she felt about her 
best friend’s depression or  
how homophobia ended one  
of her relationships.

The album is about Lizzo em-
bracing her inner strength and 
sharing her feminist body  
positivity: “If you feel like a girl, 
then you real like a girl”. She  
also fights against body shaming 
and for LGBTQIA+ rights.

The song released in 2015 tack-
les the issue of the so-called 
European migrant crisis. Many 
people in the music video were 
from refugee camps in the south 
of India where Sri Lankan Tamils 
live – M.I.A. also has Tamil roots.

Spotify Playlist  
Decolonize Weekly

Arlo Parks 
Collapsed in Sunbeams (Album)

Lizzo 
Cuz I Love You (Album)

M.I.A. 
Borders (Song)
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